Gale Cengage Learning publishes numerous multi-volume series about literature. The Library has holdings of five separate Gale Literary Criticism Series. These are Contemporary Literary Criticism, Poetry Criticism, Short Story Criticism, Nineteenth-Century Literature Criticism, and Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism. Each volume in a series will be a book available in the Library or an e-book easily accessed through the Library’s web page.

Keeping in mind these five specific Criticism series that the Library owns, use the Gale Literary Index (http://www.galenet.com/servlet/LitIndes/) to determine the series name and volume number for the particular author or literary work of your research. Your research results list will display many more series than are available in the Library. Choose only the series (and the corresponding volume numbers) listed below. Check the volume number to determine if you need to use the print book or the online e-book.

**Contemporary Literary Criticism** (CLS), 1973-2016  
Ref PN771.C59  
Covers authors who are living or who died after 1959  
Volumes 1-254 Print resource (book) found in Reference area near Circulation desk  
Volumes 255-399 Online resource (e-book) in Literature Criticism Online (Gale) database

**Poetry Criticism** (PC), 1991-2012  
Ref PN1010.P499  
Excerpts from criticism of the works of the most significant and widely studied poets of world literature  
Volumes 1-88 Print resource (book) found in Reference area near Circulation desk  
Volumes 89-130 Online resource (e-book) in Literature Criticism Online (Gale) database

**Short Story Criticism** (SSC), 1998-2016  
Ref PN3373.S386  
Presents critical views on the most widely studied writers of short fiction. Each volume includes coverage of four to eight short story writers.  
Volumes 1-111 Print resource (book) found in Reference area near Circulation desk  
Volumes 112-230 Online resource (e-book) in Literature Criticism Online (Gale) database

To access the Literature Criticism Online (Gale) database – from the main Library web page, click on “Articles/Databases” then “L” and then choose the LITERATURE CRITICISM ONLINE database; conduct a search for the author or literary work.

**Nineteenth-Century Literature Criticism**  
PN761.N56  
Covers authors who lived between 1800 and 1900.  
Volumes 1-4 (not a complete set) Print resource (book format) found on 2nd floor of Library

**Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism**  
PN771.G27  
Covers authors who died between 1900 and 1959.  
Volumes 1-17 (not a complete set) Print resource (book format) found on 2nd floor of Library

Consult with a Reference Librarian if you have questions about using this resource.